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Vineland seeks partner to market new apple varieties
The first promising
candidates are being
trialed by seven
Canadian growers
BY LILIAN SCHAER
Ontario Farmer

A

s the Vineland Research
and Innovation Centre’s
apple breeding program inches
closer to identifying successful
new varieties, the Niagara
Region research organization
is looking for partners to help
choose and bring the best ones
to market.
Last year, five Ontario growers and one each in Quebec and
Nova Scotia received the first
test trees for on-farm trials of
promising new varieties that
are currently in Vineland’s
breeding pipeline.

Apple breeders at Vineland Research and Innovation Centre are
looking for partners to help them bring new, made-in-Ontario apple
varieties to market.

The growers will be conducting several years of tests to evaluate how well the trees perform in
real-world orchard settings and
gather data on all aspects of tree
and fruit performance.

A key goal for Vineland is to
make sure their varieties do
well in Ontario’s major apple
growing regions along the
shores of Georgian Bay, Lake
Erie, Lake Huron, and Lake
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The Manitou NewAg MLT Series multi-purpose telescopic
handlers have been tailor made to handle the rigors of farm life,
with over 50 registered patents. Manitou NewAg advantages
include; one of the most comfortable machine on the market, quick
interchangeable attachments, complete cab access, and total
visibility. Manitou is the smart choice for your work day!
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T R AC T O R S
Fendt 720 165 frt hitch +PTO +rem, 5rem, 40gpm, hyd trail brake, LED, 650/65R42 3600
Fendt 1038 380 Profiplus, frt hitch & 1rem, rear hitch & 5rem, 340/85R46, 480/95R50 1000
CH MT755D 260 24”tracks, 6rem, rear hitch, pto, trimble guidance system
2900
KB B2650
26 eng hp, 3spd hydro, cab, heat, air, ldr, 1 rem, 3ph weight, turf
200
T I L L AG E
CIH 330 Turbo
31’vertical till, tandem, hydraulic level, rolling baskets
CIH 4700
32’, tandems, hi-res 4 bar harrow, 2yr SF C-shanks, 9”sweep, gauge wheels
Kongskilde SBC 32’, Tandems, 4 bar hi-res, S-shank, 4”sweeps
Sunflower 1435-33 33’disc
Sunflower 1435-36 36’disc, 4 bar hi-res harrow, tandems
H AY T O O L S
MF TD524T 17’, 4 rotor, hyd fold, trail tedder
MF RB4160V 12900 bales, XtraCut 17 knives (new), HydroFlex, auto-oiler, ISOBus monitor
MF WR9870 windrower, 13’double conditioner head, rear steer
H&S M9
2’extension for windrow merger

$179,900
$398,900
$154,900
$32,900
$48,900
$12,900
$9,900
$29,900
$34,900
$8,295
$37,900
$147,900
$895

9545 Conc 6N, Wellington North
Mount Forest, ON N0G 2L0

M I S C .
Sweep-All AR1748 new, 48”pull behind aerator, weight box, 3/4”plug tine
$2,695
66”bucket
66”low backS
bucket,
old gehl
q-tach, 19”high, 33”deep
$495
O
LhookD
4”hole auger
new, hex head, double flighting
$295
JD q-tach adapter JD q-tach to skidloader adapter plate, off of JD 520M
$895
Stoll FZ30 q-tach alo plate, MF red
$995
Quicke X36 q-tach skidloader plate, fits MF X920-X930 ldr
$895
MF Compact q-tach skidloader plate, fits DL130, L200, L210, DL 250, DL260 ldr
$495
Gehl q-tach
Gehl AL560-750 alo q-tach plate, hyd lock
$1,495
Gehl q-tach
Gehl 56-6640 skidloader alo q-tach plate
$895
Gehl q-tach
old style hook q-tach plate for skidsteer, fits Gehl 4835-4840
$795
weight frame
front nose weight hook for Agco RT, MF 5400, 6400, 7400
$495
P L A N T E R S
‘18 JD 1720
12R stackfold, vSet, SpeedTube, DeltaForce, CleanSweep
$225,000
‘18 Aulari ALR2304 12 row dry fertilizer cart, scale
$225,000

Ontario, as well as in other
Canadian provinces.
“We’ve been working on
behind-the-scenes planning
since 2020 and planning the
path to market for potential
varieties if something from
these first trials ends up passing the test and being worthy of
a release,” says Amanda Moen,
business development advisor
at Vineland.
“This is the next step in
terms of being able to properly
evaluate the apples and find the
right partner to fill the roles
that aren’t within Vineland’s
wheelhouse.”
That includes evaluating the
varieties and making strategic
recommendations on what the
best path to market would be.
Vi nela nd ha s issue d a
Request for Expressions of
Interest (REOI), what Moen
describes as an informal, nonbinding exercise to hopefully
attract various potential collaborators. The next step will
be a more structured, formal
request to seek out actual partners with complete proposals.
“A big part of what we want
to hear is who the players are
that would be interested in
working with us,” she says.
“We have quite a bit of knowledge in the industry already,
but we believe there is good
value in hearing from the
industry so we can build relationships to fill the gaps.”
Although there is a preference for a Canadian entity to

fill the role, Moen stresses that
any partner must meet Vineland’s end goal of maximizing
the value of its breeding
program.
Any international partners,
though, have to demonstrate a
strong commitment to working
with the Canadian industry to
get Vineland varieties to Canadian growers and ultimately,
Canadian consumers.
The first crosses in Vineland’s apple breeding were
made in 2011, and for the last
five years, researchers have
selected 10 to 20 trees every
year to move forward for testing on the Vineland campus.
To be considered, candidate
trees must produce crisp, juicy
fruit, but characteristics like
fruit storability, flavour, tree
performance and disease resistance also matter.
Fruit from promising cultivars is also tested by Vineland’s trained sensory panel to
ensure their taste, flavours and
textures match consumer
preferences.
As part of the breeding program, Vineland has also developed its own DNA markers for
disease resistance and flavour
that ultimately will make it
more cost effective and quicker
to bring new apple varieties to
market.
The first Vineland apple
variety should be available for
grower planting by 2028, with
a first crop on store shelves in
2030.

Wheat breeding returns
$33 per dollar invested
A
new study out of Western
Canada claims the return
on wheat breeding is $33 for
every dollar invested.
The authors said they considered only the impact on yield, not
other factors such as insect and
disease control achieved via other
methods such as pesticides and the
benefits from adopting improved
management practices.
Farmers support wheat breeding via checkoffs.
The organizations involved
are members of the Canadian
Wheat Research Coalition
(CWRC). They are the Saskatchewan Wheat Development
Commission, Alberta Wheat
Commission, and Manitoba
Crop Alliance, along with the
Western Grains Research Foundation (WGRF), and the Saskatchewan Winter Cereals

Development Commission
(SWCDC).
“This study clearly indicates
that farmer investment in public
breeding programs is working
and is providing substantive
returns to farmers,” said Fred
Greig, chairman of the CWRC
and Manitoba Crop Alliance
representative.
“Our measure is conservative
because we don’t include many
other potential benefits. It does
provide a very defendable estimate because we can measure it
accurately,” said Gray.
“Wheat yields are something that everybody sees.
They understand that the new
varieties are better than the
older varieties, yielding better,
and improved yields are the
key trait that delivers value
back to the producer.”

